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Abstract

Volcanic eruptions are not only hazardous in the direct vicinity of a volcano, but also affect the

climate and air travel at larger distance. In this paper, we present our results on the 2014 IEEE

Scientific Visualization Contest, which centers around the fusion of multiple satellite data modalities

to reconstruct and assess the movement of volcanic ash and sulfate aerosol emissions. In particular,

we shed light on the Grı́msvötn, Puyehue-Cordón Caulle and Nabro eruptions in 2011. We study

the agreement of the complementary satellite data, reconstruct sulfate aerosol and volcanic ash

clouds, visualize endangered flight routes, minimize occlusion in particle trajectory visualizations

and finally focus on the main pathways of Nabro’s sulfate aerosol into the stratosphere.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we present our findings on the af-

termath of three volcanic eruptions as a contribution

to the 2014 IEEE Scientific Visualization Contest.

Our analysis is based on the fusion of different atmo-

spheric data modalities in order to assess the plume

development after three volcanic eruptions that oc-

curred in a short span of about three weeks. These are

the volcanoes Grı́msvötn in Iceland (eruption on May

21st, 2011), Puyehue-Cordón Caulle in Chile (erup-

tion on June 4th, 2011) and Nabro in Eritrea (eruption

on June 13th, 2011). All three caused major air traf-

fic restrictions. The Nabro eruption spurred a series

of studies and a dispute among climate scientists on

the pathway of Nabro’s sulfate aerosol into the strato-

sphere [BRR∗12, VTF∗13, BRR∗13, FKN∗14]. One

goal of the contest was to use insightful visualizations

to contribute to this atmospheric research problem.

The contest was hosted by RWTH Aachen Uni-

versity and the data and tasks were provided by the

Simulation Laboratory Climate Science at the Jülich

Supercomputing Centre and the Institute of Energy

and Climate Research, both resided at the Research

Center Jülich, Germany. An overview of the pro-

vided data is shown in Fig 1. More specifically, the

contest data comprises discrete, time-dependent, mu-

tually exclusive vertical ash, sulfate aerosol, ice and

clear air detections, all captured by the Michelson In-

terferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MI-

PAS) [GHSR14], which is aboard ESA’s Envisat satel-

lite. The measurements sum up to roughly 1.29 mil-

lion points (42 MB of memory in total). Furthermore,

altitude-integrated volcanic ash and SO2 concentra-

tion are measured using index methods by the Atmo-

spheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) [CPA∗06, HGM14]

aboard NASA’s Aqua satellite. The measurements

are taken on thin polygon strips along the satellite’s

ground track, which results in 12.8 GB of memory for

the entire time sequence. The measurements are taken

along roughly sinusoidal ground tracks that leave mea-

surement gaps at low and mid-latitudes. Trajectories

of 61,324 particles are seeded at MIPAS detections of

volcanic ash or sulfate aerosol and are calculated by

the Chemical Lagrangian Model of the Stratosphere

(CLaMS) [MKG∗02, KGM∗07, KGG∗10] that has

recently been extended to the troposphere [PKM∗12].

The trajectories and their associated scalars, e.g.,

temperature and pressure, sum up to 1.04 GB.

The CLaMS simulation is based on the ERA-

Interim [DUS∗11] meteorological reanalysis, which

was also source of the tropopause altitude data set.
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Introduction

Each year, the IEEE Scientific Visualization Contest

presents researchers from the visualization community

an opportunity to transfer the latest developments in vi-

sual data analysis to a challenging, real-world applica-

tion scenario. Details on this year’s event and past con-

tests are available via http://sciviscontest.ieeevis.org.

The Contest Problem

For 2014, the contest targeted data from atmospheric

research which captures volcanic eruptions and their

atmospheric aftermath. The data comprised record-

ings from two different satellite instruments, namely

the Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric

Sounding (MIPAS) and the Atmospheric Infrared

Sounder (AIRS), and simulation results generated with

the Chemical Lagrangian Model of the Stratosphere

(CLaMS). The contest challenged participants to create

a comprehensive visualization of the given data which

should help domain scientists to better understand the

consequences of volcanic events for atmosphere and

climate. The integration of all data modalities allows

researchers to gain new insights into the dispersion

and transport pathways of volcanic aerosol.

The data covered a particularly interesting period of

time from mid-May to the end of July 2011; within

three weeks three volcanoes erupted in three different

climate zones. The series started on May, 21st with

the eruption of the Icelandic Grı́msvötn volcano. This

eruption emitted significant amounts of sulfur dioxide

as well as ash particles into the Arctic atmosphere.

On June, 4th, the Chilean Puyehue-Cordón Caulle

injected several million tons of ash into the southern

hemisphere mid-latitudes. The eruption reached the

lower stratosphere and the ash was transported by the

jet stream around the globe. Several hundred flights in

South America, Australia, and New Zealand had to be

canceled. The eruption of the Eritrean Nabro volcano

started on June, 13th. This eruption in the tropics is

most notably known for the large amounts of sulfur

dioxide that entered the upper troposphere and lower

stratosphere.

The contest consisted of five tasks, ranging from the

development of rather straightforward browsing capa-

bilities to a discussion of a yet unresolved research

question related to the June 2011 eruption of Nabro.

For more information, we refer to the contest web site

at http://sciviscontest.ieeevis.org/2014/.

Evaluation

We received six submissions. A jury of three domain

scientists (Sabine Grießbach, Lars Hoffmann, and

Marc von Hobe) and three visualization researchers

(Theresa-Marie Rhyne, Christoph Garth, and Bernd

Hentschel) carefully reviewed all entries. Since the

main goal of the visualization contest is to promote

the transfer of cutting-edge visualization research to

specific application domains, the domain experts’ as-

sessment was favored with 75% over 25% for the vi-

sualization reviews. Hence, successful entries should

first and foremost provide an insightful visualization

that actually helps atmospheric researchers.

The jury selected the entry ”Visualizing the Aftermath

of Volcanic Eruptions” by T. Günther, M. Schulze,

A. Friederici, and H. Theisel, all of whom are with

the University of Magdeburg as the overall contest

winner. The present article is an extended discussion

of their results. However, this year’s decision has

been extremely close, in fact so much so that the jury

decided to award an ”Honorable Mention” to the entry

”SPatial Atmospheric Cloud Explorer – SPACE” by J.

Xie, F. Sauer, H. Schroots, C. Wang, S. Wang, and K.

L. Ma, University of California at Davis.
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The tropopause is the boundary between troposphere

and stratosphere. Its altitudes (potentially two layers)

are provided on a uniform grid for 320 time steps,

which totals 477 MB.

2 Data Preprocessing

Taken by the near-polar sun-synchronous satellite

orbit, the MIPAS and AIRS measurements are ar-

ranged along roughly sinusoidal ground tracks that

cover the globe, see again Fig. 1. Since both satellites

orbit the globe about 14 times a day and measure

only within a small band, the concentration indices

and detection measurements are quite sparsely rep-

resented in both space and time. To fill in the blank

areas in AIRS, we interpolate values from the two

closest time steps and inspect the temporal distance

in Fig. 2. As indicated in Fig. 2(b) by red arrows, this

interpolation method entails small reconstruction arti-

facts, because in its essence, it simply blends between

adjacent time steps. To reduce noise, we convolve

the interpolated AIRS measurements with a Gaussian

kernel. For faster access on the GPU, we resample

the AIRS data onto a uniform grid with 1000× 500
cells at 600 time steps, which totals for both volcanic

ash and SO2 indices 2× 1.11GB.

3 Data Analysis

The data needed at runtime is within gigascale

range, making it comfortable to process it on a single

machine. Thus, we keep all AIRS, MIPAS, CLaMS

Grı́msvötn

Puyehue-Cordón Caulle

Nabro

Figure 1: Overview of the principal data. The loca-

tions of volcanoes are depicted by (N) glyphs. MI-

PAS detects sulfate aerosol and volcanic ash vertically

along the orange ground track, whereas AIRS uses in-

dex methods to measure altitude-integrated SO2 and

ash concentration, shown in the wider blue ground

track. CLaMS trajectories are seeded at MIPAS de-

tections of volcanic ash (•) and sulfate aerosol (•).

and the tropopause data in RAM and selectively

stream the data of the current time slice to the GPU

for display. On a general note, all data modalities

have already been registered and are defined in ge-

ographical latitude and longitude coordinates with

an optional altitude dimension. Thus, in the remain-

der of the paper, we measure distances on the globe

by geodesics in spherical coordinates. First, we inte-

grate the data into a comprehensive and interactive

overview visualization, as described in the following.

3.1 Overview and Data Browsing

An overview of the data is shown in Fig. 3. Here,

all MIPAS, AIRS and CLaMS data can be interac-

tively explored, transfer functions adjusted and data

attributes visualized, such as altitude, pressure or tem-

perature. The user can switch between a planar 3D

view with altitude mapped to height and a spherical

view, which both have their individual strengths and

weaknesses, i.e., distortion at the poles or occlusion

of the back-facing hemisphere. To avoid clutter in the

exploration process, we allow the user to specify a

time frame that hides CLaMS and MIPAS data out-

side the time range. Typically, the time frame is set

to a few hours or days. Thereby, the center of the

frame determines the sampling time for the display

of continuous data, such as the resampled AIRS mea-

surements. In Fig. 3, June 18th is currently selected as

center time, with trajectories shown for a time frame

of 3 days. The CLaMS trajectories are only shown

for the Southern Hemisphere and are color-coded by

altitude. The MIPAS detections are depicted as col-

ored dots, with yellow encoding a sulfate aerosol and

red an ash detection. MIPAS detections of air and ice

are hidden in this image. The map in the background

color-codes resampled AIRS values, showing an SO2

cloud emitted from the Nabro volcano.

Combining individual satellite data into one visual-

ization also allows to locate and judge areas at which

the modalities disagree. MIPAS and AIRS are known

to exhibit a different sensitivity to aerosols. Conse-

quentially, it is expected that both satellites will reach

different answers in areas of low concentration. In

Fig. 4, we map at each MIPAS ash and sulfate aerosol

detection the corresponding AIRS concentration in-

dices to color. In addition, we create histograms of

AIRS indices sampled at MIPAS detections. The ash

index histogram in Fig. 4(a) (computed for the entire
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(a) Original AIRS data (single time

slice).

−0.5 8.0

AIRS SO2 index

(b) Resampled AIRS data (single time

slice).

0 24

temporal distance in hours

(c) Temporal distance to the closest

measurement.

Figure 2: Preprocessing results of AIRS data. The first two images show the SO2 index on June 6th, measured

shortly after the eruption of the Puyehue-Cordón Caulle volcano. A high SO2 index correspond to a high

concentration. The original data (a) has measurement gaps, which we fill in a resampling step (b). Note that

reconstruction artifacts may appear, as we interpolate values from nearby time slices. The temporal distance

to the closest measurement is shown in (c).

sequence) shows that the majority of the MIPAS de-

tections has an ash index < 4. For sulfate aerosol

in Fig. 4(b), however, many detections are in range

of a particularly low AIRS SO2 index, especially de-

tections that originated from the earlier Grı́msvötn

eruption. This is because SO2 oxidizes to sulfate

aerosol within a few days, whereas sulfate aerosol re-

mains for weeks. When all SO2 is gone, only sulfate

aerosol remains. As visible on the map, most of the

sulfate aerosol detections occur in the North.

3.2 Linking Measurements to Volcanoes

The volcanic eruptions happened over a span of

three weeks. While Puyehue-Cordón Caulle seems

easily separable from the others as it is on the South-

ern Hemisphere, Grı́msvötn and Nabro are close

enough for their aerosol clouds to mix. In order

to identify the volcano that emitted the ash or sul-

fate aerosol that was found by a particular MIPAS

detection, we trace the CLaMS trajectories, which

were seeded at those MIPAS detections, backward in

time. For each vertex of a trajectory, we compute the

distance to all volcanoes and consider the closest a

potential source, if the volcano was passed while it

was active. From there on, a CLaMS trajectory and its

MIPAS detection (the seed point) are associated with

the closest volcano if the minimal distance is below

a user-defined threshold, which we empirically set to

about 250 km. This distance is a rather conservative

choice, which accomodates for possible deviations in

the backward integration of the CLaMS trajectories,

because generally, tropospheric trajectories are most

reliable up to five days. Note that the CLaMS data

that the classification is based upon ends one month

before the end of MIPAS detections. Consequentially,

MIPAS detections in the remaining month are without

classification. (Even if CLaMS data was available,

the temporal distance to the eruptions would be too

large for reliable classification.)

Since CLaMS trajectories in the North start at the

time of the Nabro eruption (June 12th), they cannot

be used to determine whether a MIPAS detection be-

longed to the earlier Grı́msvötn eruption (May 21st).

For this reason, we need a special handling to detect

the residuals of the Grı́msvötn cloud. Observing the

classification results of the aforementioned CLaMS-

based association heuristic, we eventually end up with

a number of MIPAS aerosol detections (80.5%) that

cannot be associated with a volcano. Among these

unclassified MIPAS detections, we use the AIRS mea-

surements to associate MIPAS and CLaMS detections

with the Grı́msvötn volcano by using a suitable thresh-

old on the volcanic ash index. (We found the sulfate

aerosol concentrations to be insufficiently descrip-

tive.) The histogram in Fig. 4 suggests that MIPAS

detects volcanic ash in regions with an ash index < 4,
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Figure 3: Here, the main input data (MIPAS, AIRS and CLaMS) is combined in an interactive visualization

that allows to slice in time, apply transfer functions, and map varying data attributes (pressure, temperature,

etc.) to the trajectories. The user can instantly switch between a planar 3D view with altitude mapped to

height and a spherical view.
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(a) AIRS Ash index on June 8th, shortly after the Puyehue-

Cordón Caulle eruption and a histogram of sampled AIRS

ash indices at MIPAS ash detections.
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(b) AIRS SO2 index on June 16th, shortly after the Nabro

eruption and a histogram of sampled AIRS SO2 indices at

MIPAS sulfate aerosol detections.

Figure 4: Visualization of AIRS concentration indices at the MIPAS detections in a time frame of 3 days. A

negative ash index and a positive SO2 index correspond to high concentration.

which we use as a conservative threshold. Later, trans-

parency is used to fade out areas with an ash index

> 0, but during cloud reconstruction it is advisable to

have more trajectories that carry potentially varying

ash concentrations. If these ash detections are north

of 55◦ N and not yet associated with a volcano they

are likely to belong to Grı́msvötn, which equals to

roughly 1.0% of all MIPAS ash or sulfate aerosol

detections (of the entire time sequence). A classifica-

tion of the CLaMS trajectories to the potential source

volcanoes is shown in Fig. 5.

3.3 Ash Cloud Reconstruction

We move on to the reconstruction of ash clouds,

which we discretize into a uniform 3D scalar field

with 1000 × 500 × 32 voxels. AIRS measurements

are altitude-integrated, which we distribute along al-

titude using CLaMS and MIPAS. For this, we create

at every AIRS measurement a probability distribu-

tion f(z) of the ash concentration along the altitude z.

Thereby, we aim for two things. First, MIPAS detec-

tions should be transported along CLaMS trajectories,

as these are the actual pathways of the ash. Second,

f(z) should correspond to the density of ash-laden

CLaMS trajectories, as high density has a higher prob-

ablity to indicate the ash transport path. For the first,

we start at the MIPAS seed vertices and iterate the

trajectories in both directions. In case a MIPAS de-

tection is found near a vertex (distance < 128 km,

altitude difference < 5 km and time difference < 1.5
hours), we assign the detection value (i.e., ash = 1 or

clear air = 0) to the following vertices until another

detection is found or the trajectory ends. Afterwards,

we diffuse the assigned values, assuming that the de-
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(a) June 6th, two days after Puyehue-Cordón Caulle eruption (36 hour time frame).

(b) June 16th, three days after Nabro eruption (36 hour time frame).

(c) June 28th, fifteen days after Nabro eruption (36 hour time frame).

Figure 5: On the left, the classification of CLaMS trajectories to the three volcanoes Grı́msvötn (•), Puyehue-

Cordón Caulle (•) and Nabro (•) is shown. For reference, MIPAS detections are shown by points in yellow

(sulfate aerosol) and red (ash). On the right, the resulting 3D sulfate aerosol cloud reconstructions are shown.

tected ash is transported. For the second, we rasterize

the detection values of all CLaMS trajectories into

a 3D scalar field, using additive blending. We use

one scalar field for each volcano and another one for

unclassified trajectories in order to discriminate them.

Thereby, we obtain an ash detection frequency hv at

every voxel v. To ensure independence of the grid

resolution, the ash concentration c(z) of a voxel is

obtained by dividing hv by the voxel volume. The

probability distribution f(z) of the ash concentration

follows from normalizing the ash concentration c(z)
such that

∫
f(z)dz = 1. Using the 2D AIRS ash

index A2D, we reconstruct our 3D ash index A3D(z):

A3D(z) = A2D f(z)− γ c(z) .

Setting γ = 0 distributes the AIRS ash index along

the altitude axis according to the probability distribu-

tion f(z), thereby trusting only AIRS. But since MI-

PAS is known to be more sensitive than AIRS, we in-

troduce a γ-parameter that allows the MIPAS-guided

ash concentration c(z) to overrule the AIRS decision.

In its essence, γ balances the trust between AIRS

and MIPAS. Results of reconstructed ash clouds for a

varying γ are shown in Fig. 6. There, the clouds of the

volcanoes Grı́msvötn (•), Puyehue-Cordón Caulle (•)
and Nabro (•) are color-coded, whereas white clouds
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denote ash that our aforementioned CLaMS- based

heuristic did not associate with a volcano. To provide

a sense of depth, all clouds are shaded by Fourier

opacity mapping [JB10], using a 512× 512 shadow

map. The MIPAS ash detections are color-coded in

red for reference, showing that for γ = 2 we are able

to reconstruct the clouds at those sensitive detections,

which was not possible with AIRS alone, i.e., γ = 0.

The accompanying video contains animations of the

reconstructed ash clouds.

Following the same idea, sulfate aerosol clouds

are visualized in Fig. 5 by GPU-based ray casting.

Note that for the sulfate aerosol reconstruction on the

(a) γ = 0, poor reconstruction.

(b) γ = 1, main body of cloud reconstructed.

(c) γ = 2, reconstructed finer details as well.

Figure 6: Ash cloud reconstruction with an ash

index< 0 for varying γ on June 21st. Clouds are

color-coded by their source volcano (see text). MI-

PAS volcanic ash detections are shown as a reference.

Southern Hemisphere, there were no MIPAS sulfate

aerosol detections south of 20◦ S. Thus, there, only

CLaMS and AIRS could be used, i.e., we assume

that all CLaMS trajectories carry the same amount

of sulfate aerosol and we redistribute the altitude-

integrated 2D AIRS SO2 index, simply based on the

observed CLaMS density along the altitude axis.

3.4 Dangerous Flight Routes

Using open air traffic data1, we generate 73,098

exemplary airplane routes, which are visualized in

Fig. 7. The route computation is based on geodesics

and models altitude parametrically for climb, cruise

and descent phases. In this context, the visualiza-

tion also shows the reconstructed 3D ash clouds for

γ = 2 in a 36 hours time frame. As before, MI-

PAS ash detections are color-coded in red for refer-

ence and the clouds of the volcanoes Grı́msvötn (•),
Puyehue-Cordón Caulle (•) and Nabro (•) are color-

coded, whereas white clouds denote ash that our

CLaMS-based heuristic did not associate with a vol-

1www.OpenFlights.org

(a) Airplane routes on June 15th.

(b) Airplane routes on June 21st.

Figure 7: Visualization of air traffic routes that were

affected by volcanic ash clouds. The clouds are color-

coded by their source volcano (see text). Green flight

routes are safe and red one are considered dangerous.
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(a) June 4th – June 8th, with opacity optimization. (b) June 4th – June 16th, with opacity optimization.

(c) June 13th – June 27th, opaque (input line set). (d) June 13th – June 27th, with opacity optimization.

(e) June 21st – July 5th, opaque (input line set). (f) June 21st – July 5th, with opacity optimization.

Figure 8: CLaMS trajectories occlude each other rather strongly. For this reason, we use hierarchical opacity

optimization [GRT14], which computes an optimal assignment of line opacities so that the view is cleared on

CLaMS trajectories with high sulfate aerosol concentration.

cano. Flight routes that pass a region with a negative

ash index A3D < 0 are color-coded in red, show-

ing routes that should conceptually be canceled, as

they would enter a potentially dangerous flight corri-

dor. Safe airplane routes are depicted in green. The

animation in the accompanying video shows when

airports in Chile, Argentina, South Africa, Southern

Australia and New Zealand were worst affected by

the Puyehue-Cordón Caulle ash cloud.

3.5 Visualization of CLaMS Trajectories

The CLaMS trajectories are essential for the link-

ing of MIPAS measurements to the volcanic events.

Their sheer number, however, makes it difficult to

visualize them properly, because of occlusions. Thus,

in Fig. 8, we use hierarchical opacity optimiza-

tion [GRT14], a recent visualization method that ad-

justs the opacity of lines in order to minimize the

occlusion of important—here, sulfate aerosol-laden—

lines. Thereby, we not only obtain a notion of the

location of sulfate aerosol clouds, but also see un-

classified transport paths as context. The lines are

shaded as illuminated streamlines using the method

of Zöckler et al. [ZSH96].

Figs. 8(a), (b) and (d) show CLaMS trajectories

in different time frames. Thereby, Fig. 8(c) shows a
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highly cluttered line set, which was used as input for

the opacity optimization in (d). In Figs. 8(e) and (f),

the view is cleared on Nabro CLaMS trajectories that

have a high aerosol concentration and are affected by

the Asian Monsoon circulation. For this 3D close-up,

the camera is placed above Southern Africa looking

north-northeast. Image 8(e) contains the cluttered in-

put lines for which opacities are optimized in image

8(f). The lines near the ground visualize the path of

sulfate aerosol that is carried within the Asian Mon-

soon circulation, which lifts up near the East China

Sea. Note that the altitude of the lines is scaled consid-

erably to make the altitude difference between lines

in the stratosphere and troposphere apparent. Lines

that start high above the volcano show aerosol that

has been directly injected into the upper troposphere

or even into the stratosphere, which is discussed next.

3.6 Aerosol in the Stratosphere

When volcanic aerosol enters the stratosphere it

may remain there for months or years, where it ab-

sorbs solar radiation, leading to a cooling of the sur-

face. At present, there is an ongoing dispute among

climate scientists on how Nabro’s aerosol entered the

stratosphere. Two hypotheses exist that either argue

for a direct injection of the volcanic emission (H1)

[VTF∗13, FKN∗14] or the upward motion within the

Asian Monsoon circulation (H2) [BRR∗12, BRR∗13].

The CLaMS trajectories that are relevant for the sup-

port or decline of these hypotheses and their intersec-

tions with the tropopause layer are shown in Fig. 9. In

image 9(a) only the parts of the CLaMS trajectories

are shown that are above the lower tropopause, i.e.,

the stratospheric trajectories. In the stratosphere, tra-

jectories move in an anticyclonic, i.e., clock-wise, cir-

culation over North Africa and Asia. The 2D close-up

in Fig. 9(b) reveals areas in which CLaMS trajectories

enter the stratosphere, which is above Eritrea, North

India and the East China Sea.

There are a number of different indicators that sug-

gest vertical transport, such as changes in pressure or

potential temperature. An uplift in the troposphere

leads to a drop in temperature, while in the strato-

sphere, temperature increases during uplift. The cor-

relation of the scalar CLaMS attributes (potential tem-

perature/vorticity, pressure and temperature) with the

tropopause intersection is visualized in Fig. 10. Note

that for the latter, lines that directly start above the

0.0 18.0
CLaMS altitude in km

0.0 25.5

tropopause altitude in km

(a) A 3D top view on the lower tropopause and the CLaMS

trajectories that are associated with the Nabro volcano.

0.0 18.0
CLaMS altitude in km

0.0 25.5

tropopause altitude in km

H1

H2

H3

(b) A 2D close-up on stratospheric CLaMS trajectories.

Figure 9: CLaMS trajectories that are relevant for

the Nabro volcano are shown together with the

tropopause layer around June 21st, within a 3 days

time frame. Both trajectories and tropopause are

color-coded by altitude, though with different color

scales to provide contrast.

tropopause can be considered as directly injected. The

visualization suggests that there are not only two but

three possible pathways into the stratosphere: A large

number of particles is directly injected (H1) at the

volcano in Eritrea and in the western downwind. The

Asian Monsoon circulation (H2) transports fewer par-

ticles eastward, which uplift near the East China Sea,

as shown in Fig. 8(f). Most of the aerosol in the upper

troposphere is carried westwards, taking a north-east

turn above the Sahara. Then, another large part of the

aerosol seems to enter the stratosphere above North

India and Nepal (H3). All but the potential vorticity

criterion show fairly good agreement on that. We note

that for this result only the global maximum in poten-

tial vorticity was used. Considering more information

from potential vorticity might create more insight.

The frequency of the events suggests that (H1) and

(H3) are probably the main pathways into the strato-

sphere. The cyclonic circulation in the Asian Summer
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(a) Intersections of CLaMS trajectories with the tropopause.

300 400

CLaMS pot. temperature
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Temporal derivative of pot. temperature

(b) Maximal change in potential temperature.

0 7

CLaMS pot. vorticity

0.5 0.9

Temporal derivative of pot. vorticity
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Figure 10: A number of different indicators are available to detect vertical transport. In this image, a few

of them are shown, plotted as points for the entire time sequence. Points in (a) are intersections of CLaMS

trajectories with the lower tropopause geometry layer. The accompanying CLaMS trajectories are color-coded

by altitude. A point in (b) to (e) represents the global maximum of the derivative of a certain scalar attribute

of a line. Derivatives are with respect to time in Julian hours. The magnitude of the respective derivative is

encoded by the point color with the AIRS SO2 index mapped to opacity ([0.5, 1] → [0, 1]). The underlying

scalar attribute of the line is color-coded on the CLaMS trajectories for reference. CLaMS trajectories are

only shown for a time window of 36 hours centered around June 26th in order to reduce clutter. The detections

in (d) and (e) over the Eastern Mediterranian Sea show a downward motion.
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Monsoon (H2) has a smaller, yet measurable contri-

bution. It should be noted, however, that since actual

sulfate aerosol concentrations are not in the data, we

mapped the SO2 index to opacity. Since SO2 oxidizes

over time, the current visualization favors earlier tran-

sition events. The quantitative statement of how much

sulfate aerosol entered in the three regions should thus

be interpreted with care. Nevertheless, the qualitative

locations of the three transition regions are very valu-

able information already.

4 Implementation
Our test system is equipped with an Intel Core

i7-2600K CPU with 3.4 GHz, 24 GB RAM and an

Nvidia GeForce GTX 560 Ti GPU with 2 GB VRAM.

The rendering resolution is at 1440× 720 pixels with

4×MSAA. During preprocessing, the resampling of

the AIRS data took 36 minutes and the mapping of

MIPAS detections onto the CLaMS trajectories took

2.3 minutes. At runtime, the visualization reaches

interactive frame rates. For instance, the illustrations

in Fig. 10 are rendered at 67 frames per second. The

rendering of the clouds in Fig. 5 is done at 14 frames

per second. The extraction of the cloud scalar fields is

implemented on the GPU, using the rasterizer for the

rasterization of CLaMS detection values and a com-

pute shader for the distribution of 2D AIRS indices

along the altitude axis. As a complete recomputa-

tion of the cloud scalar field takes 300ms it is only

performed when a parameter changes.

The visualizations are created in a specifically tai-

lored C++ program that uses Direct3D 11 for ren-

dering. In addition, we used standard tools such as

ParaView and ZIB Amira for display of intermediate

results throughout the development.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper summarized our contributions to the

2014 IEEE Scientific Visualization Contest, which

centered around the assessment of volcanic ash and

sulfate aerosol clouds, emitted from three volcanoes

in summer 2011. Starting with an overview visual-

ization of the available data, we studied the agree-

ment of MIPAS and AIRS measurements, associated

measurements with potential source volcanoes, recon-

structed volcanic ash and sulfate clouds, intersected

these clouds with exemplary air flight routes, visual-

ized the CLaMS trajectories by opacity optimization,

and finally studied indicators for tropopause transi-

tions to locate pathways of Nabro’s sulfate aerosol

into the stratosphere.

Especially the last study adds new insights to the

ongoing discussion on how Nabro’s sulfate aerosol

entered the stratosphere [BRR∗12, FKN∗14, VTF∗13,

BRR∗13], as we identified not only two but three loca-

tions where it happened. Considering the frequency of

transition events in the Nabro case, we argue for a di-

rect injection into stratospheric or upper-tropospheric

altitudes as the main pathway into the stratosphere. A

cyclonic monsoon circulation seems to be a possible

driving mechanism as well, but here, it played a rather

minor role.

The original satellite data was partly sparse and

included wide measurement gaps. We see much room

for further investigations on improved data interpola-

tion, for instance by accounting for atmospheric trans-

port and optional fallbacks for missing data. Also, the

association of measurements to the Puyehue-Cordón

Caulle and Nabro eruptions relied on CLaMS trajec-

tories only, which are known to become unreliable

after more than five days in the troposphere. If suffi-

cient statistics or trajectory ensembles are available

they can be reliable for longer time scales. Our cloud

reconstruction is based on the assumption that the

amount of transported ash corresponds to the den-

sity of ash-laden CLaMS trajectories. This might not

always be true, as the MIPAS detections that were

used to decide whether CLaMS trajectories are ash-

laden, give no quantitative measure for the amount of

volcanic ash or sulfate aerosol. Integrating the visual-

ization into a live feed of satellite data poses another

interesting and worthwhile future challenge.
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